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Degrees When Due is a national initiative designed to increase degree attainment among the “some college, no degree” population. DWD promotes evidence-based “degree reclamation” strategies that help institutions identify students who have enough credits or nearly enough credits to earn a degree and assist them in crossing the completion finish line.
Two Models, One Mission:

Credit When It’s Due

Project Win-Win
Degree Reclamation Works

WIN-WIN AND CWID HAVE ALREADY LED TO "RECLAIMING" OVER 20,000 NEW ASSOCIATE’S DEGREES
DWD: Participating Campuses

20 States and Systems

150+ Participating Campuses

40+ Minority Serving Institutions (MSIs)
What does DWD offer institutions?

✓ Web-based platform providing instruction, tools, and resources
✓ Help assembling the right cross-sector institutional team
✓ Concrete workplans to make campus staff’s current work easier
✓ Data-mining lessons involved in degree auditing
✓ Live coaching and advice from seasoned degree reclamation experts
✓ Communications and completion strategies
✓ Policy recommendations at the federal, state and institutional levels that enhance degree reclamation efforts
Questions?
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